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There exiete a conriderable amount of intereat in exploring off away from O”, the true differential yield will be somewhat 
the possibility of doing treccndary beam physics at SSC. There higher. Thir correction ir inrignificant for lower energy particlea 
are at least three obviour wayr of obtaining secondary beama at (E s 1 TeV) but becomer appreciable at Kveral TeV. 
the SSC, namely: In Fig. 2 we diiplay the yield M a function of transverse mo- 

a) extraction of the primary rtored beam and itr rubeequent mentum (py) plotted for several different banda of total energy. 
targeting to generate secondary beams. Note that even though the abecisua in labelled in terms of the 

b) generation of secondary beams from internal target, either first power of pycthepield ia-calculatod per Apu of 1 GeV/c and 

gas-jet or thin wire or foil. Apr* of 1 (GeV/c)*. Both Fige. 1 and 2 integrate only over one 

c) utilization of particles produced in the primary collirionr 
of the two small angle jets (near 0” and 180’) that will normally 

in the interaction regions. be present. 

This note rummarises mrne calculationr performed on the 
The data in Figs. 1 and 2 are calculated for pp collision8 with 

yields generated via the third mechanism. 
20 TeV in each beam. The calculations were also performed 
for 20 TeV protons incident on stationary target. In general 

The calculation8 are based on the h4INBIAS events gener- 
ated by the program ISAJET.‘) These events are meant to dmu- 

the yields in the kinematic domain investigate-d are smaller by 
. roughly a factor of 1.5. AB an example the yields of R+‘E are 

late the total inelastic cross oection i.e., a minimum bias trigger. ehown in Fig. 3. The effects of a thick target and production 
The procedure followed was to generate a large number of the by means of secondary interactions have been neglected. 
MINBIAS events, and then to count the number of particles 
generated which satisfied the chosen angular and energy cuts. 

Finally, we should mention that these calculations totally 
neglect any other polrsible production mechanism that is not 

The data are displayed in two different ways. In Fig. 1 included among the MINBIAS potwibilities. Thus the yield of 
we plot the yield at 0” into a 0.1 pster solid angle for reveral electrons, which here are due rolely to Dalits decays of (19 and 
different particles as a function of their momentum. It should q’s is probably grossly underestimated. It ia very likely that the 
be emphasised that because of the procedure followed thir is not most copious source of C’LI and p’s at SSC will be large forward 

- a true differential yield at 0’. Because the croaa Mction falls production of charm particle with their lubcequ&t decay via 
the aemileptonic mode.*) 
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Fig. 1. 0” yieldr of secondary particlea from the interaction8 of 20 GeV proton8 on 
20 GeV protonr: a) Xi , b) K+ , c) X- , d) r+ , e) K- , f) p , g) n , h) 7 , i) e- . 

l Work rupported by the Depatiment of Energy, contract 
DE-ACO3-76SFOO515 and by the National Science Foun&tion. 

__ Presented at the lQg4 Summer Study OD the Design and Utiliration 
of the Superconducting Super Collider, Snowmass, Colorado, June 23 - July 13, 1984) 
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Fig. 2. Yield8 of secondary particles in 
five different energy bands aa a function of 
transverse momentum (pi). The incident 
particles are 20 TeV protonr, on 20 TeV pro- 
tons. The particlea plotted are a) Xi , b) 
K+ ,4 K- ,4 r+ ,4 r- , f) P , d n , h) 
v,andi)e-. 
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Fig. 3. Yields of r+ in five different energy bands an a 
function of transverse momentum (pi). The yields are 
calculated per inteaction of a 20 TeV proton on a rta- 
tionary proton target. 
&cause of many theoretical uncertainties theee yieldo should 

not be taken literally, but rather should oerve as a rough guide of 
potential fluxes that can be anticipated. They are clearly large 
enough to provide good test beams and conceivably mondary 
beams intense enough for physics experimentr. The experimen- 
tal challenge that haa not been addrd in this note is the 
question M to how efficiently they can be extracted out of the 

_ machine. 
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